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1 Introduction
Private-key cryptography is widely used in security networks. Though it assumes that parties who share the same secret key are both secure, and do not reveal their key, it is still
more ecient than public-key cryptography for most applications. To allow several parties
willing to communicate using private-key cryptography while avoiding any long-term common private keys, the parties need to rst agree on the same session key following a key
establishment protocol.
Key establishment protocols can be divided into two categories. A key transfer protocol is
a key establishment protocol in which one party securely transfers a key to the other parties
participating in the protocol. A key agreement protocol is a key establishment protocol in
which the parties contribute information that jointly establishes a shared secret key. (See
[20] for an overview.)
In the early origins of public-key cryptography, a two-party key agreement protocol due
to Die and Hellman (DH) was proposed [10]. There have been many attempts to provide
authentic key agreement based on DH [11, 14, 15, 16, 25] (There also exist many non-DH
solutions to key establishment. See [5, 6, 3, 1, 23] for example.)
In a separate direction, several attempts have been made to extend DH to a multi-party
protocol [13, 21, 22], the most ecient being the result of Burmester and Desmedt [8].
This paper deals with key agreement protocols based on DH that use public-key techniques. We do not require the aid of an on-line or trusted third party1. Users interact via
an exchange of messages to obtain a common key.
Section 2 presents several important de nitions and building blocks that will be used in
the construction of our key agreement protocols. In Section 3 we introduce our two-party key
agreement model, present two implementations of the model and examine their resistance to
passive and active attacks. In Section 4 we discuss the multi-party model, several old and
new implementations, and examine attacks against each.

1.1 De nitions and Notations

Let m be a prime and 2 ZZm an element with order q (an integer such that qjm ? 1). All
operations in this paper will take place in ZZm , unless otherwise noted. We will be working
in a network of n users, t of which participate in the key agreement protocol. Each user U
has a long-term public key pU = sU for a random secret-key sU 2R2ZZq . We use IU to refer
to information identifying user U , i.e. name. We assume that each user has a copy of every
other public keys a priori, or equivalently that certi cation is used so that each public-key
is identity-based. If this is not the case then IU will also contain a certi ed copy of U 's
public key. We denote by f a one-way hash function that takes arbitrarily sized input and
produces a xed size output, i.e. [18]. We denote by hK a keyed one-way hash function, i.e.
[2, 17, 19].
1 We will require a trusted center for the purposes of creating public-key certi cates for each user. However,

this can be completed o -line, and the center is not required to maintain the secrecy of any information.
2 For simplicity, we use the notation from [8] whereby if an element x is chosen randomly and independently
from a set S , we say x2RS .
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1.2 Summary of Results

We begin by examining several two-party key agreement protocols. Minor (reparable) attacks
against these protocols are presented. It is also shown how the property of (perfect) forward
secrecy as de ned in [11] (as well as Section 2) has been misinterpreted (as well as absent)
in some of these protocols. Subsequently, we combine techniques from several protocols in
the literature, to obtain a model that provably provides for (i) key authentication, (ii) key
con rmation and (iii) forward secrecy (see Section 2 for de nitions). We present two schemes
that t this model and examine their resistance to passive and active attacks.
We extend our two-party results by generalizing the speci c scheme of Burmester and
Desmedt [8] to obtain a multi-party key agreement model. Using our speci c two-party
schemes and this model, we are able to obtain multi-party schemes which reduce the amount
of communication required (as compared to the scheme of [8]). It is also shown how the
scheme of Burmester and Desmedt [8] fails to provide key authentication. Passive and active
attacks against the multi-party schemes are also examined.

2 Fundamentals
In this paper, we build up from simple 1-pass key transfer (KT) protocols to multiple pass
key agreement (KA) protocols. Where a KT protocol involves contributions from only 1 user
to the key, KA protocols involve mutual contributions to the nal key. When a KA protocol
involves more than 2 users, we refer to it as a multi-party key agreement (MPKA) protocol.
If referring to properties that apply to both two-party and multi-party protocols, we simply
refer to KA protocols.
De nition 1 [11] A key agreement protocol is successful if each of the parties accepts the
identity of the other party, as well as the computed key.

De nition 2 A key agreement protocol provides key authentication if only those parties

speci ed to be engaging in the protocol, are able to compute the session key.

Key authentication implies key con dentiality. For if only intended parties can compute the
key, then unintended parties cannot compute the key.
De nition 3 A key agreement protocol provides key con rmation (direct authentication in
[11]) if parties provide proof of possession of the session key.
Key con rmation is usually achieved via encrypting or hashing a known quantity.
De nition 4 A key agreement protocol provides forward secrecy (perfect forward secrecy in
[11]) if the loss of any long-term secret keying material does not allow the compromise of
keys from previous sessions.
(Since perfect usually makes reference to information theory, we avoid it here.) There are
several meanings of does not allow. Here we use a practical ability to recover information.
We note the compromise of long-term secret keys does not necessarily mean that they were
obtained via an inversion of the long-term public key. Since users must store their secret
keys for use in key computation, the secret keys may also be obtained through lack of
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suitable physical security measures. This property may be attractive for the robustness of
the security in most commercial applications where customers does not always protect their
key suciently. As we shall see, this de nition has been misinterpreted in the past.
Our protocols rely on the apparant diculty of solving the well-known Die-Hellman
(DH) problem [10], for appropriately chosen parameters [24]. The traditional DH problem0
is stated as follows. Given a generator for a group ZZm  and inputs y = x and y0 = x ,
compute (we omit reference to m for simplicity)
DH( ; y; y0) =

xx0

Likewise, for long-term public parameters pA = sA and pB = sB , we have DH( ; y; pA) =
sA x and DH( ; pA ; pB ) = sA sB .3
The DH problem is the basis for the following two 1-pass KA (i.e. Key Transfer) protocols.
The distinguishing feature for each (both here and in their use in more advanced protocols)
is that Protocol IB requires a priori knowledge of public keys (or else an extra message pass)
whereas Protocol IA does not. The rst is based on ElGamal encryption [12]. It also can be
considered to be a DH protocol with one xed parameter.

Protocol IA

1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := x; I := IAg to B . A computes the key K :=
pB x (= xsB ).
2
2. B receives y and computes the key K := ysB (= xsB ).

Notice that the key computation for this protocol is DH( ; y; pB) = sBx. This second
protocol is a simple variation on the rst, with key computation DH(pB; pBx; ).

Protocol IB

1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := pB x; I := IAg to B . A computes the key K := x.
2
2. B receives y and computes the key K := ysB ?1 (= x).

3 Authenticated Key Agreement
In this section, we extend the key transfer Protocols IA and IB to provide for authenticated
key agreement. The desirable properties being (i) key authentication, (ii) key con rmation
and (iii) forward secrecy (see Section 2). (The provision of these properties are examined
more closely in Section 3.3.) To achieve these goals, we incorporate techniques from [14, 11,
16, 15, 25].
3 This is an abuse of notation. Since pA and pB are xed parameters for each protocol run, their inclusion
in the calculation should be distinguished from y and y0 which are randomly chosen for each run. A result of
this fact is that an ability to compute DH( ; y; y0) implies an ability to compute DH( ; pA; pB) yet the reverse

implication is not true. This point is not elaborated on here or in Sections 3.3 and 4.1 where equivalences
to these terms are shown. This will be expanded on in the full version of the paper.
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y; IA

-

B

 y0; IB; hK (y0; y; IB; IA)
IA; hK (y; y0; IA; IB ) Figure 1: Generic Authenticated Key Agreement
Our model consists of a 2-pass (optionally 3-pass) authentic key agreement protocol.4
The generic protocol is presented in Figure 3. The values y and y0 are simply random tokens
generated by each user (that will be used in the key computation). Key authentication
(essentially key con dentiality) is obtained by the fact that the key computation is based
on variations of the Die-Hellman problem. Certain variations also allow for the provision
of forward secrecy (i.e. the variation in Protocol A0 does not provide forward secrecy, while
the variation in Protocol IIA does). Unilateral key con rmation (mutual with 3-pass) is
provided by the inclusion of hashed known value by B in step 2 (mutual with hashed known
value by A in step 3).
Our model di ers from [11] in that the embedding of the public keys directly in the key
computation, removes the need for the signing of exchanged tokens. The use of a one-way
keyed hash replaces the use of an encryption function (which is unnecessary since there is
no decryption taking place { and relaxes the possibility of export restrictions).

3.1 Protocols Based on IA

Consider the following two party key agreement protocol between users A and B , given in
[16]. (Similar protocols are given in [15, 25].)

Protocol A0 ([16])
1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := x; I := IAg to B


2. B selects x02RZZq , computes y0 := x0 and K := px0 ysB = sAx0+sB x where p is the
public key extracted from I . B sends fy0; I 0 := IB ; z0 := f (y0; K; I; I 0)g to A
3. A computes K = (y0)sA (p0)x where p0 is extracted from I 0, and continues only if z0 =
f (y0; K; I; I 0).
2
Two minor attacks can be mounted against Protocol A0 in the absence of a proper
implementation.

 E impersonates B to A. In place of step 2, E sends fy0 = 0; I 0 := IB ; z0 :=
f (y0; K; I; I 0)g to A. A believes that B is the only party that is able to compute
K . However, since K = 0, the key is easily obtained (by E or anyone else), hence a
lack of key authentication.

4 3 passes are required for the proof of Theorem 3 and for the multi-party schemes of Section 4.
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 E impersonates A to A. This more subtle (and less obvious) attack involves A's
initiation of a protocol with some user with a valid public key. Consider an Automatic Teller Machine (A) that initiaties a key agreement protocol with a customer (E
{ impersonating A) and continues the transaction, so long as the customer is able to
compute the corresponding key (i.e. if A believes the protcol provides key authentication). The following attack illustrates how an attacker (E ) can use the public key of
A itself, to carry out an impersonation attack.
1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := x; I := IAg to E .
2. E selects x~2RZZq and simulates the protocol as if x0 = x~ ? x. i.e. E computes
y0 := x~=y, as well as K := pA x~ and sends fy0, I 0 := IA, z0 := f (y0; K; I; I 0)g.
3. Using the received identi er I 0, A will use the public key pA = sA , and compute the key K = (y0)sA pA x = sAx~?sA x sA x = sAx~. A also checks that z0 =
f (y0; K; I; I 0).

The result of the second attack being that A accepts E (impersonating A) as a valid user,
since E has successfully completed the protocol (i.e. is able to compute K ). Obvious
solutions to both attacks are to implement the protocol so that trivial messages such as y
(or y0) = 0 or 1 are disallowed and that I 6= I 0.
Also of note for Protocol A0 is the fact that it does not provide for forward secrecy
(as claimed in [16]). Although recovery of a single long-term secret key does not allow
recovery of previous session keys, recovery of both long-term secret keys sA and sB allows
the computation of K = ysB (y0)sA for all previous sessions involving A and B .
One way to solve this lack
of forward secrecy is to alter Protocol A0, such that the
0 +sB sA
xx
. However, this presents other concerns which we do not
key computation is now
elaborate on here. Instead, we present the following protocol which uses this idea to enhance
Protocol A0 while encorporating the model described at the beginning of Section 3.

Protocol IIA

1. A selects x2RZZq and sends to B

fy = x; I := IAg:


2. B selects x02RZZq , computes y0 := x0 and K := yx0+sB px0 =
the public key extracted from I . B sends to A

xx0 +x0 sA +xsB



where p is

fy0; I 0 := IB; z0 := hK (y0; y; I 0; I )g:
3. A computes K = (y0)x+sA (p0 )x where p0 is extracted from I 0, and checks that z0 =
hK (y0; y; I 0; I ).
4. (optional ) A computes and sends fI; z := hK (y; y0; I; I 0)g to B .
2
Notice that knowledge of even both sA and sB does not allow computation of K by an
eavesdropper. Passive and active attacks against this protocol are examined in Section 3.3.
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3.2 Protocols Based on IB

The protocols in this section require a priori knowledge of public keys (or an extra message
pass). Protocol B0 was given in [16] (an adaptation of a scheme from [15]).

Protocol B0 ([16])
1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := pB x (= sB x) ; I := IAg to B


2. B selectsx02RZZq , computes y0 := px0 = sA x0 where p is extracted from I and K :=
ysB ?1 x0 = x+x0 . B sends fy0; I 0 := IB ; z0 := f (y0; K; I; I 0)g to A
3. A computes K = (y0)sA?1 x and checks that I 0 = IB and z0 = f (y0; K; I; I 0).
2
Similar attacks can be mounted against Protocol B0 in the absence of a proper implementation.
 E impersonates B to A. In place of step 2, E sends fy0 = 1; I 0 := IB ; z0 :=
f (y0; K; I; I 0)g to A. A believes that B is the only party that is able to compute
K . However, since K = y(= x), the key is easily obtained, hence a lack of key
authentication.
 E impersonates A to A. Similar to the attack against Protocol A0, E can claim he
is A, pick a random x~ and simulate the protocol as if x0 = x~ ? x. The veri cation that
E can compute the values to be sent and the session key is left to the reader.
As before, obvious solutions to this attack are to implement the protocol so that trivial
messages such as y (or y0) = 0 or 1 are disallowed and that I 6= I 0.
As in Protocol A0, Protocol B0 does not provide for forward secrecy (as claimed in [16]).
Recovery of both long-term secret keys sA and sB allows the computation of K = x+x0 for
all previous sessions involving A and B . Protocol B0 prevents the aforementioned attack
and provides forward secrecy.5 Its resistance to passive and active attacks is examined in
Section 3.3.

Protocol IIB

1. A selects x2RZZq and sends to B
fy := pB x (=


02R ZZq , computes y 0 := px0 =
2. B selects
x


ysB ?1x0 = xx0 . B sends to A

xsB ) ; I
x0 sA



:= IAg:

where p is extracted from I and K :=

fy0; I 0 := IB; z0 := hK (y0; y; I 0; I )g:
3. A computes K = (y0)sA?1x, and checks that z0 = hK (y0; y; I 0; I ).
4. (optional ) A computes and sends fI; z := hK (y; y0; I; I 0)g to B .

2

5 The key computation is identical to schemes from [16, 15] but the protocol follows our model from the

beginning of Section 3.
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3.3 Passive and Active Attacks

In this section, we analyze the resistance of Protocols IIA and IIB to passive and active
attacks. We prove the security of each protocol by showing its equivalence to variations of
the DH problem. Hence, throughout this section, we assume that Die-Hellman computations (as described in Section 2) are infeasible without the proper, corresponding secret
information. Also, we assume that the hash hK behaves like a random oracle, in the sense
that it's output cannot be distinguished from random output.

Theorem 1 Protocols IIA and IIB are at least as secure against passive attack as Protocols

IA and IB.

Proof (Outline) Given a DH oracle, one can easily solve for the session key in protocol IIA
using only a passive attack. This is done by computing

K = DH ( ; y; y0)DH ( ; y; pB )DH ( ; y0; pA ):
We can also show that an oracle for Protocol IIA can be used to compute the output of a
DH oracle.
Given y = x, pA = sA and pB = sB , we choose a random
x00 and compute
0
0
y0 = x . Inputting these values to the IIA oracle gives us K = xx +xsB +x sA . Given our
knowledge of x0, we can compute xsB (i.e. what would have been output by a DH oracle).
(Similar arguements show that Protocol IIB is at least as hard as Protocol IB.)

Theorem 2 Protocols IIA and IIB provide forward secrecy.
Proof (Outline) Consider Protocol IIA. We need to show that recovery of all long-term

secret keys does not allow recovery of previous session keys. Assume the opposite is true.
Then given sA and sB corresponding
to the respective long-term public keys pA and
pB allows
0 +xsB +x0 sA
0
xx
xx
recovery of the key K =
. From this, we are able to compute
for random
0
y and y ; a contradiction to the assumption that DH computations are computationally
infeasible. (Similar arguements are used for Protocol IIB.)
The following Theorem shows that Protocols IIA and IIB are provably secure against
impersonation. (Note that for this theorem, we require that the optional pass has been
completed by A. In other words, A's knowledge of the key has become explicit as opposed
to implicit.) We say that E successfully impersonates A (resp. B ) if E is able to successfully
complete the key agreement protocol with B (resp. A).

Theorem 3 Impersonating either A or B in Protocols IIA and IIB is equivalent to solving
an instance of the Die-Hellman problem.

Proof (Outline) In Protocol IIA, if E successfully impersonates A, then E must have been

able to compute the resultant key K , necessary for computation of the keyed hash in the
last step of the protocol. However, from Theorem 1 we know that E is unable to compute
K . Likewise, if E successfully impersonates B then E must have been able to compute
the resultant key K , necessary for computation of the keyed hash in the second step of the
protocol. From Theorem 1 we know that this is not possible. (Similar arguements are used
for Protocol IIB.)
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4 Multi-Party Key Agreement
We propose here a generic construction of a multi-party key agreement protocol MP from a
two-party key agreement protocol P.6 We assume that all users u1; u2; : : :; ut are arranged
on a ring and we will consider indices of ui to be taken between 1 to t modulo t.
1. Each pair (ui; ui+1) processes protocol P (full protocol version with the optional pass)
to obtain a session key Ki.
2. Each ui computes and broadcasts Wi  KKi?i 1 .
3. Upon receiving the broadcasts from other users, ui computes the key

K  Ki?1 tWit?1Wi+1t?2    Wi?2
 K1K2 : : :Kt :
For speci c implementations of this model we use Protocols IIA and IIB from Section 3 to
obtain the respective multi-party protocols MIIA and MIIB.
Notice that for Protocol MIIA, ui sends the same token (i.e. yi = yi0) to both ui+1 and
ui?1. However, because of the use of the public key in the token computation, for Protocol
MIIB, yi 6= yi0?1, where yi is sent to ui+1 and yi0 is sent to ui?1.

Burmester/Desmedt Scheme

In this section we show that the scheme of Burmester and Desmedt [8] does not provide
key authentication. Their scheme is a speci c case of the model describe above with DH as
protocol P. The authentication scheme that is used is described in the context of the attack
presented below. The attack involves applying a di erent kind of impersonation attack that
was used on several KA protocols in [16]. We note that our protocols are not susceptible to
this attack as we build upon the protocols from [16].
We illustrate the attack with two users A and B . (The attack also works with more than
2 users as E would simply position himself between any two users.) An adversary E will
attack the protocol by convincing B that he shares a key with E . This is done by E 's ability
to authenticate the token sent from A to B as belonging to E . At the end of this protocol,
A believes (and in fact does) share K with B . However, B believes (incorrectly) that he
shares K with E (even though E is unable to compute the key). Hence, key authentication
is not provided as the person with whom B believes he is sharing the key (namely E ), is not
able to actually compute the key (as only A and B can compute the key).
From [8], each user i has a public key pair ( i; i) where i = vi and i = wi . This
version assumes that users' public keys are a priori available, and that q is prime.

Attack on MDH
1. A selects x2RZZq and sends fy := x; I := IAg to B . At this point, E intercepts the
communication and impersonates B to A. This is possible since at this point, there is
no authentication of B to A.

6 The construction is a generalization of the scheme from [8].
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2. A authenticates y to E with a zero-knowledge interactive proof of knowledge of the
discrete log of Ay A (namely vAy + wA) using methods described in [8].
3. E sends y to B , and using his public key pair ( E ; E ), authenticates y to B .
4. B now sends fy0; I := IB g to E . E simply forwards this message to A and allows B to
authenticate y0 to A. This is possible since at this point, there is no authentication of
A to B .
5. A and B complete the protocol by broadcasting WA and WB respectively.
2
After this attack, messages that A sends to B will be interpreted by B as coming from E .
One can imagine an attack where B is a bank and A and E are customers.
The authentication between pairs of users in [8] requires 1 round for the DH key token
exchange, k rounds for the authentication of the tokens (for a security parameter k) and 1
round for the broadcast of the Wi's. This gives us a total of k +2 rounds. Protocols MIIA and
MIIB require 3 rounds for the processing of protocols IIA or IIB (including authentication of
tokens) and 1 round for the broadcast of the Wi's. This gives us a total of 4 rounds. Therefore,
if more than 2 rounds are used for the authentication of the tokens in the Burmester-Desmedt
scheme, our schemes are more ecient in terms of the number of rounds. Potential attacks
to Protocols MIIA and MIIB are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Passive Attacks

In this section, we show that the multi-party model speci cally implemented with Protocols
IIA and IIB (to produce MIIA and MIIB) are provably secure against a passive attacker.
This is done by illustrating their equivalence to the respective schemes from Section 3 (using
the same techniques as given in [8]).

Theorem 4 Given an even, polynomial number t of randomly chosen users, Protocols MIIA
and MIIB are as secure against passive attacks as Protocols IIA and IIB respectively.

Proof (Outline)

Given an oracle to solve the IIA protocol, it is easy to solve for the
key K in the scheme MIIA. This is done by computing the key (using the equivalent DH
computation) as
t
Y
DH ( ; yi; yi+1)DH ( ; yi+1; pi )DH ( ; yi; pi+1 ):
i=1

Since this procedure is bounded by t, only a polynomial number of calls are required to be
made to the IIA oracle.
Now consider the converse problem of being given p1 = pB = sB , y01 = y00 = x0 ,
pt = pA = sA and yt = y = x, solving for the key xtx1+xts1 +x1 st (i.e. xx +xsB +x sA from
Protocol IIA) by using an oracle that solves for the MIIA key . We must rst prepare the
remaining input to the MIIA oracle. We rst compute for i = 2; : : : ; t ? 1

pi = pi?2
yi = yi?2
10

bi
ci

using random bi and ci. This \randomizes" the virtual users as if we had si = si?2 + bi and
xi = xi?2 + ci providing a good distribution. For i = 1; : : : ; t ? 2, we can now compute
!

xi
yi+1
Wi = ppi+1yyi+1
yi?1
i?1 i?1
Since t is even, we also have that

!si

=(

bi+1 ci+1 )xi ( ci+1 )xi

= yibi+1 (yipi )ci+1

pt  p2g?b2  p4g?b2 ?b4      pt?2g?b2 ?b4 ??bt?2
p1  p3g?b3  p5g?b3 ?b5      pt?1g?b3 ?b5 ??bt?1
yt  y2g?c2  y4g?c2 ?c4      yt?2g?c2 ?c4 ??ct?2
y1  y3g?c3  y5g?c3 ?c5      yt?1g?c3 ?c5 ??ct?1 ;
allowing us to compute

!

!

xt?1
yt st?1  (y )?b3 ?b5 ??bt?1 (y p )?c3 ?c5 ??ct?1
Wt?1  p ptyyt
t?1
t?1 t?1
yt?!2
t?2 t?2
!xt
st
p
y
y
1
1
1
?b3 ?b5 ??bt?1 (y p )?c3 ?c5 ??ct?1 :
Wt  p y
t t
yt?1  (yt)
t?1 t?1
Inputting all the yi, pi and
Wi to the MIIA oracle, produces the output K . We have
bi+1
x
x
+
x
s
+
x
s
i
?
1
i
i
i
?
1
i
?
1
i
Ki =
yi (yipi )ci+1. From K and the Wi, we can obtain any Ki. More
speci cally, for u1 we solve for K1 , from which we obtain xtx1+xts1 +x1st .
(The actions for Protocol MIIB are similar.)

4.2 Information Revealed by the Protocol

We need to verify whether the Wi's broadcast by each user reveal any information about the
secret key si. Given the public key pi of user ui, we assign pi?1 , pi+1 to dishonest users ui?1
and ui+1 and allow them to simultaneously execute a multi-party protocol to obtain yi and
Wi from ui. We present an attack on protocol MIA to illustrate this issue, and show the
security of protocols MIIA and MIIB.

Attack against MIA

In MIA, using the real public keys of the dishonest users, we get
xi
Wi = pyi+1 si
i?1
as well as yi = xi . Colluding users can compute pi+1 xi = yisi+1 obtaining yi?1si . Hence, this
protocol (no matter if it aborts) can be followed to use ui as an oracle to raise any chosen
yi?1 to the secret key si. We can easily imagine how this allows recovery of a previous session
key: in a previous session, K~ i?1 is y~is?i 1, and since y~i?1 can be eavesdroped on the channel,
one can ask ui to raise it to si to obtain K~ i?1 , followed easily by computation of the previous
session key K~ .
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Security of MIIA and MIIB against collusion attack

If they succeed Protocol P (either IIA or IIB), colluding users ui?1 and ui+1 obtain from ui
Wi = KKi
i?1
as well as yi0 and yi. Since ui?1 (ui+1) has been able to produce zi?1 (zi0+1) and complete P
before Wi is broadcast, he knew how to compute Ki?1 (Ki ).7 Therefore, no extra information
is revealed by the broadcasting of the Wi (even to colluding users).

4.3 Active Attacks

For Protocols MIIA and MIIB, a traditional impersonation attack where user E successfully completes a protocol (including key computation in our case) with B (resp. A) by
impersonating A (resp. B ) would occur in step 1 from Section 4. (Recall that from the
previous section an impersonation would not occur at step 2 since the Wi provide no extra
information.) According to Theorem 3, this is not possible.
In all of the MP schemes we have investigated thus far, there has been an implicit
assumption that if you were able to successfully complete a protocol with several users, then
each of these users is honest. Relaxing this assumption introduces the following possible
attacks (which are applicable to our schemes as well as the Burmester-Desmedt scheme).
Consider a multi-party protocol between users A, B , C and D who are oriented on a
ring. If C 's left and right partners are B and D (i.e. the users with whom C will perform
protocol P) then B , C and D can collude by shielding C . By this we mean that B and D
can construct their messages such that C can impersonate some Z . This is possible since
no direct authentication is performed between users A and C . At the end of the protocol,
A could be made believe that the protocol consists of users A, B , Z and D. Of course, this
would not allow C (impersonating Z ) to compute the key on his own (see Theorem 1) but
the key can be given to C by one of B or D (C 's colluding partners).
A solution to this attack is to include an additional step at the end of the protocol
whereby each user i broadcasts the quantity

si(hK (W1; W2; : : : ; Wt))
which is i's signature on the keyed hash of the Wi's broadcast in step 2 of the multi-party
protocol described in Section 4. Since our protocols are public-key based, the signature
scheme can be easily implemented using ElGamal signatures [12] for example.
Note that the solution above works assuming that C is not able to falsify Z 's signature.
A possible attack to this assumption occurs in [4]. Here, the authors present a so-called
Middleperson Attack. Suppose we have Protocol 1, consisting of users A, B and C and
Protocol 2 consisting of users B , C and Z . The attack involves C sitting in the middle of
the two simultaneous protocols. C would impersonate Z in Protocol 1 and impersonate A in
Protocol 2. Any challenges that C would be required to compute (as if they came from Z ),
including possible signatures, in Protocol 1 would be obtained directly from Z in Protocol
7 This is necessary under the assumption that knowledge of Ki?1 (or Ki ) is necessary for computation of
the keyed hash in Protocol P.
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2 (and vice-versa for impersonating A in Protocol 2). At this point, users see Protocol I as
consisting of users A, B and Z and Protocol II of users B , A and Z . Similar to the attack
above, C would be unable to compute the key on his own as he is really only acting as a
`wire' between the two protocols, and passing along messages. Once again, he would require
a collusion with B to obtain K (for the attack to be of any real use).
The solution presented to the attack in [4] was a hardware one rather than a crytographic
one. Also note that the property of key authentication was never really violated since that
principal attacker C was never able to compute the key on his own. Depending upon the
application, the practicality of such attacks must be individually examined.

5 Conclusion
Starting with the Die-Hellman problem and two related Key Transfer protocols, we have
constructed a model for both two-party and multi-party key agreement as well as implementations that provide for privacy of the computed key and authenticity of the participating
users.
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